
Summer Reading, English 9 Honors

Read: Robert Graves, Greek Gods and Heroes

AND

Complete the summer reading podcast, Limetown.

LIMETOWN SUMMARY

  Limetown is a horror & sci-fi podcast created by Two-Up Productions that began airing during
the summer of 2015. It focuses on Lia Haddock, an investigative journalist with the fictional
station American Public Radio, in her search for the truth about what happened to the scientific
settlement of Limetown, Tennessee. In 2004, all 327 inhabitants of the town vanished without a
trace after a burst of strange activity. However, her interest is far from simple curiosity, as her
uncle is among the missing citizens.

“Limetown Wikia.” Fandom, limetown.fandom.com/wiki/Limetown_Wikia#:~:text=
Limetown is a horror & sci,scientific settlement of Limetown, Tennessee.

WHERE CAN STUDENTS LISTEN TO LIMETOWN?
All seven episodes of the podcast are available through Spotify, Apple Podcast, and online at
https://twoupproductions.com/.    The seven episode lengths vary from 25 to 40 minutes each.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

September Assignment, Due 9/30. Want to keep on top of your grammar skills?  Work on the
September assignment over the summer!  Can’t reach the score?  Email jmanicone@mpsnj.org
for help.

Skills include:

IXL GRADE 9 SKILLS - 20 minutes each skill AND obtain a minimum score of 80

Identify sentence fragments

Identify run-on sentences

Choose punctuation to avoid fragments and run-ons

Commas: review

Use semicolons and commas to separate clauses

Correct capitalization errors

http://limetown.fandom.com/wiki/Limetown_Wikia#:~:text=
https://twoupproductions.com/
mailto:jmanicone@mpsnj.org
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